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Abstract
Shopping Query Intent Prediction (SQIP) is, given an online shopping user’s search query, e.g., “lv bag”, to predict their
intents, e.g., Brand: Louis Vuitton. SQIP is an extreme multi-label classification task for which many excellent algorithms
have been developed. However, little attention has been paid to how to create training data for SQIP. Previous studies used
pseudo-labeled data derived from query-click logs for training and suffered from the noise in the logs. Although there are
more sophisticated training data generation methods, they cannot be directly applied to SQIP. In this paper, we propose a
novel training data generation method for SQIP. The idea is to first build a labeling model that checks whether an intent is
valid for a query. The model then works as an "annotator" who checks a number of pairs comprising an intent and a query
to generate training data for SQIP. We show that such a model can be trained without manual supervision by utilizing a
huge amount of online shopping data. We demonstrate that the SQIP model trained with data generated by our labeling
model outperforms a model trained with query-click logs only and a model trained with data created by a competitive
data-programming-based method.
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1. Introduction
Online shoppers use search queries to search for products,
and most queries have search intents that indicate what
products shoppers want. For example, the query “lv bag
zebra” has Brand: Louis Vuitton and Pattern: Zebra
as its intents, as shown in Table 1.1

In this study, we assume that queries’ intents are rep-
resented with attribute values of products defined in an
online shopping service. Notice that simple string match-
ing between queries and intents would not work since
queries are written in natural languages; they can be
represented with abbreviations, e.g., “lv” for “Louis Vuit-
ton”, and ambiguous words, e.g., “orange”, as indicated in
Table 1. Moreover, intents might not always be explic-
itly written in queries, as the last example in the table
illustrates.

These intents, once correctly predicted, would be uti-
lized by a search system to retrieve relevant products,
since most products sold at an online shopping service
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1Intents are represented in the form of Attribute-name:
Attribute-value in this paper. We also represent attribute values
of products in a similar way.

Table 1
Examples of queries and their intents

Query Intents

“lv bag zebra” Brand: Louis Vuitton

Pattern: Zebra

“100% orange juice” Fruit taste: Orange

“cologne orange blossom” Scent: Orange

“sneaker mens orange” Color: Orange

“wheel 19inch” Tire size: 18 - 19.9inch

“nicole down jacket” Brand: Nicole

Filling: Feather

have attribute values such as Brand: Louis Vuitton.
If we aggregate these intents in bulk, they will be very
useful in understanding trend of different attributes e.g.
shoes of which brand and color the users wanted the
most in last month. Also, they will be very helpful in
understanding the overall market demand which could
help the merchants and the manufacturing companies.

Shopping query intent prediction (SQIP), given a query,
predicts its intents by selecting the most relevant subset
of attribute values from the attribute value inventory de-
fined in an online shopping service. In other words, SQIP
gives a natural language query a structure to facilitate
the retrieval of products.

In brief, our proposed method has following two
phases:

1. Making of LabelingModel: Our labeling model
is a binary classification model which predicts
whether given a (query, intent) pair is valid or
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not? For this we generate good quality training
data and train a BERT Sequence Classification
model. For the data generation, we follow follow-
ing steps:

a) Create Base SQIP model trained on prod-
uct catalog data with input "product title"
(could be considered as long pseudo shop-
ping query) and output "attribute values"
(could be considered as the pseudo shop-
ping query’s intents)

b) Generate (query, intent) pairs by getting
intents of queries from Query Click Logs
using the Base SQIP model and take in-
tersection with (query, intent) pairs from
Query Click Logs

2. Training Data Generation for SQIP: From raw
queries, get intents using the Base SQIP model
and filter these intents using the labeling model.

The contributions of this paper are following:

1. We present a novel two-phased approach to train-
ing data generation for SQIP that requires no man-
ual supervision.

2. We present how to build the labeling model, the
key module of our two-phased approach, by com-
bining weak supervision signals readily available
in online shopping services.

3. We empirically demonstrate that our two-phased
approach is effective through large-scale experi-
ments.

1.1. Background
SQIP is an extreme multi-label text classification task for
which many excellent algorithms have been developed
recently [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. These classification algo-
rithms can be used for SQIP once high-quality training
data is available.

However, obtaining high-quality training data for SQIP
is not straightforward. First of all, manual creation of
a sufficient volume of training data would be infeasible
because there are tens of thousands of predefined intents
and understanding shopping query intents would require
deep knowledge of a large number of product domains.
Accordingly, previous studies [9, 10] used query-click
logs to automatically generate training data by assuming
that if a product has an attribute-value like Brand: Louis
Vuitton and the page of the product is clicked by a
user who issued a query like “lv bag zebra,” an intent
of the query is Brand: Louis Vuitton. This heuristic
suffers from the inherent noise in query-click logs due
to, for instance, inconsistent click behaviors of fickle
users or erroneous retrieval results. Besides, it cannot
utilize a number of queries that are absent in query-click

logs. Despite the notable difficulty of obtaining high-
quality training data, little attention has been paid to the
problem in previous SQIP studies. Due to the success of
pre-trained models [11], transfer learning has also been
popular recently [12], where pre-trained models can be
seen as providing weak supervision. With this approach,
one fine-tunes a model that has been trained on a relevant
task for the purpose of the target task using a reasonable
amount of quality training data, which we cannot expect
in SQIP.

There have also been many studies on combining weak
supervision signals to dispense with manually annotated
training data [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18], which would be useful
if we may devise more than one kind of weak supervision
signal for a given task. For SQIP, however, it would be
infeasible to assume that labeling functions [14, 15, 17]
or keywords [16, 18] for target classes can be frequently
applied to or matched against queries since queries are
usually very short and diverse. It would also be infeasible
to prepare labeling functions or keywords for each class
since the number of classes in SQIP amounts to tens of
thousands and also the classes can be changed over time.

Automatically correcting corrupted labels has also
gained much attention recently [19, 20, 21]. These meth-
ods learn label corruption matrices, which would be pro-
hibitively large in SQIP since it has to deal with tens of
thousands of classes.

1.2. Preview of the Proposed Method
What makes training data generation for SQIP difficult?
We think it is the large number of classes; considering
many classes for a query at once tends to be difficult. We
therefore propose to decompose the task into two phases.
In the first phase, we build a labeling model that checks
whether an intent is valid for a query. In the second phase,
we use this labeling model to verify each pair comprising
a query and an intent on a large scale. Here, the labeling
model can be seen as an annotator who is asked to create
training data for SQIP. Refer to figures 1 and 2 for more
details.

How can we build the labeling model? We propose to
utilize catalog data and query-click logs since they are
readily available in online shopping services and provide
weak but different supervision signals so that they would
reinforce each other, as we will demonstrate in Section 4.

Base SQIP model is a weak SQIP model that takes
queries as input and predicts their intents, from which
we generate a set of (query, intent) pairs. The base SQIP
model is trained with catalog data, the database of prod-
ucts sold at an online shopping service, where various in-
formation about products such as product titles and their
attribute values are registered. Product titles are usually
a set of words that describe the features of products such
as “Louis Vuitton Shoulder bag Leather Zebra print,” which
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Figure 1: Overview of our training data generation method. In first phase we build the labeling model, which is depicted in

Figure 2 in detail. In second phase, we generate candidate training data from unlabeled queries by using the base SQIP model.

Afterwards, the labeling model filters out invalid (query, intent) pairs to generate the final training data.
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Figure 2: Closer look at the labeling model builder. Training data for the labeling model is the intersection of two sets of pairs

comprising a query and an intent. Each set is generated by one of two weak generators; the base SQIP model and query-click

logs.

can be seen as lengthy, detailed, merchant-made pseudo
queries about the products. Since these titles (i.e., pseudo
queries) are associated with attribute values of products
(i.e., intents) we can use the catalog data to train the base
SQIP model without manual annotation.

Query-click logs indicate the association between

queries and clicked item’s product attribute values (i.e.
intents). We generate another set of (query, intent) pairs
based on this association.

Catalog data provides the direct evidence of the associ-
ation between product titles and attribute values (intents),
but the titles are not real queries. In contrast, click logs



show the association between real queries and intents,
but it is only indicated indirectly and tends to be noisy.
However, these two data sources can generate reliable
training data for the labeling model in tandem.

In summary, our proposed method creates a "ma-
chine annotator" namely, the labeling model, using huge
amount of online shopping data to generate training data
for SQIP on a large scale without requiring any manual
labor.

Through large-scale SQIP experiments, we demon-
strate that the model trained with data generated by
our proposed method outperforms a model trained with
query-click logs only and a model trained with data cre-
ated by a competitive training data generation method
based on data programming [14].

All the data used in this study were obtained from
an online shopping service, Rakuten, and written in
Japanese. However, the ideas and methods in this paper
are independent of particular languages, and examples in
this paper are written in English for ease of explanation.

2. Related Work

2.1. Shopping Query Intent Prediction
Previous methods for SQIP can be categorized into
classification-based methods [9, 10] and sequence-
labeling-based methods [22].

In this study, our proposed method generates train-
ing data for the classification-based methods for the fol-
lowing two reasons: First, with sequence-labeling-based
methods, it would be more difficult to deal with tens of
thousands of classes, while, for classification-based meth-
ods, there have recently been many excellent extreme
classification algorithms that can handle a huge number
of classes. Second, sequence-labeling-based methods deal
with only intents that are explicitly written in queries.
However, valid intents are not always explicit in queries;
e.g., “nicole down jacket” has Filling: Feather as its valid
intent.

Our study is different from previous ones because we
focus on how to obtain a huge volume of high-quality
training data for SQIP, rather than how to classify queries.
Previous studies simply used query-click logs to obtain
pseudo-labeled data [9, 10], which tends to be noisy
and unreliable. We will demonstrate that our proposed
method can generate better training data in Section 4.

2.2. Learning with Weak Supervision
Our study can be seen as answering the research ques-
tion of how to train supervised models without rely-
ing on manual annotation, and therefore studies on
learning with weak supervision are quite relevant. As

we discussed in Section 1, most of the previous weak-
supervision methods are not appropriate for SQIP since
they require external knowledge bases [23, 24], a reason-
able amount of quality training data [12], labeling func-
tions or keywords for target classes [14, 15, 16, 17, 18],
or label corruption matrices to be learned [19, 20, 21].
Shen et al. proposed learning classifiers with only class
names [25]. However, their method assumes that classes
are organized in a hierarchy, so we cannot use their
method for SQIP where classes (intents) are not orga-
nized in a hierarchy. Karamanolakis et al. [26] proposed
a method that works with weak supervision such as lex-
icons, regular expressions, and knowledge bases of the
target domain. However, such weak supervision would
become obsolete quickly in SQIP, as discussed in Section 1.
Zhang et al. [27] proposed a teacher-student network
method which utilizes weakly labeled behaviour data for
SQIP. However, they do use strongly labeled data in their
training methodology to train the teacher network.

2.3. Extreme Multi-Label Classification
SQIP is an extreme multi-label classification (XML),
which tags a data point with the most relevant subset of
labels from an extremely large label set, that has gained
much attention recently [1, 2, 3, 7, 8]. While many clas-
sification algorithms have been proposed, training data
generation for XML has not been well studied. Zhang
et al. [28] addressed data augmentation for XML, which
assumed the existence of training data and thus cannot
be applied to our setting. Our study therefore differs
from previous XML studies since we directly tackle the
task of training data generation, though our method is
specifically designed for SQIP.

For a more comprehensive overview of classifica-
tion algorithms and data sets for XML, refer to http://
manikvarma.org/downloads/XC/XMLRepository.html.

3. Proposed Method
In this section, we describe each component of our
method as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2; catalog data, the
base SQIP model, query-click logs, the labeling model,
unlabeled queries, candidate training data, and the final
training data.

3.1. Catalog Data
Catalog data contains various information of products
sold at the shopping service, including product titles, de-
scriptions, prices, various attribute values such as brands,
sizes, and colors, among others. We use product titles
and attribute values to train the base SQIP model, since
product titles are usually a set of words that indicate
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Table 2
Examples of product titles and attribute values

Product title Attribute values

“[Next-day delivery] Nike Women’s Zoom Vaper 9.5 Tour 631475-602 Lady’s Shoes” Brand: Nike, Color: Red

“TIFFANY&CO. tiffany envelope charm [NEW] SILVER 270000487012x” Brand: Tiffany & Co., Color: Silver

“[Kids clothes/STUSSY] Classic Logo Strapback Cap black a118a” Clothing fabric: Cotton

“Fitty Closely-attached mask Pleated type Slightly small size Five-pack” Mask shape: Pleated

“[Unused] iQOS 2.4PLUS IQOS White Electric cigarette Main body 58KK0100180” Color: White

“NIKE AIR MAX 90 ESSENTIAL Sneaker Men’s 537384-090 Black [In-stock, May 15]” Shoe upper material: Leather, Brand: Nike

the features of products and can consequently be seen
as lengthy, detailed queries about the products. Table 2
shows examples of product titles and their attribute val-
ues in our catalog data, and indicates differences between
product titles and real queries. First, product titles some-
times contain tokens that would not appear in queries
usually, such as “[Unused]” and “[In-stock, May 15].” Sec-
ond, real queries are usually much shorter than product
titles. Third, attribute values might not always mean in-
tent. For example, color: red is not intent if we consider
product title as shopping query in first example of table
2. Catalog data is a useful data source for training a SQIP
model but is not sufficiently reliable by itself due to these
differences.

To train the base SQIP model, we used 117 million
product titles and their associated attribute values. The
number of different attribute values was 19,416.

3.2. Base SQIP Model
The base SQIP model takes unlabeled queries, such as
“lv bag zebra” as input and predicts their intents such as
Brand: Louis Vuitton and Pattern: Zebra. We had to
deal with hundreds of millions of training instances in
our experiments (Section 4) and chose extremeText [29].
It was the only extreme multi-label classification method
that we experimented with that could handle all training
instances in our environment. Other extreme multi-label
classification methods we experimented with include
Parabel [1], Bonsai [2], LightXML [7], XR-Linear [30],
and XR-Transformer [8].

The classification algorithm of extremeText is based on
probabilistic label trees (PLT) [31], in which leaf nodes
represent the target labels and the other nodes are logistic
regression classifiers. PLT guides data points from the
root node into their appropriate leaf nodes (labels) with
the logistic regression classifiers. For training the model,
we did not conduct extensive hyper-parameter tuning; we
used its default hyper-parameters, except that we chose
PLT as the loss function, and used the TF-IDF weights
for words.

3.3. Query-Click Logs
We used one year of query-click logs, which contained
72 million unique queries. As illustrated in Figure 2, the
query-click logs are used to generate (query, intent) pairs
as part of training data for the labeling model. We simply
enumerated all possible (query, intent) pairs such that a
query is associated with an intent (attribute-value) via
click relations in the logs.

3.4. Labeling Model
The labeling model takes a pair comprising a query (e.g.,
“lv bag zebra”) and an intent (e.g., Brand: Louis Vuitton)
as input and predicts whether the intent is valid for the
query.

3.4.1. Model Architecture

BERT[11]-based models have been very promising for
text pair classification and regression tasks, such as nat-
ural language inference (NLI) [32] and semantic textual
similarity (STS) [33]. Since the task of the labeling model
is binary classification, we used BertForSequenceClas-
sification2 where we use pretrained BERT model for
Japanese3.

We intentionally adopted a very simple approach
so that we could demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method.

3.4.2. Training Data

As shown in Figure 2, we automatically generate training
data for the labeling model which is the intersection of
two sets of (query, intent) pairs; one set is generated with
the base SQIP model4 and another is from the query-click
logs. Although each of these two kinds of supervision sig-
nals is weak by itself, we can accurately obtain a number
of valid (query, intent) pairs by combining them.

2https://huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/bert.html.
3https://huggingface.co/cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanese-whole-word-
masking

4The input to the base SQIP model is the queries in the query click
logs.



To be specific, we obtained (query, intent) pairs such
that the query is associated with the intent in the query-
click logs and also, given the query as input, the base
SQIP model predicted the intent with probability 1.0. As
a result, we generated 5.3 million (query, intent) pairs
as positive examples for training of the labeling model.
We then generated 5.3 million (query, intent) pairs by
randomly pairing queries and intents, which we used as
negative examples.

3.4.3. Training Detail

The labeling model has been built with the training data
and the model architecture, as described above. Training
is done for one epoch with batch size 32 using AdamW
[34] optimizer.

3.5. Unlabeled Queries, Candidate
Training Data, and Final Training
Data

The second phase starts with predicting intents for unla-
beled queries from query logs with the base SQIP model
to generate candidate training data. We then filter out
erroneous intents with the labeling model to generate
the final training data.

Unlabeled queries were obtained from seven years of
query logs, which contained more than 1.5 billion unique
queries.

Candidate training data were generated under the fol-
lowing condition: 𝑘=5, meaning that the base SQIP model
predicted the most probable five intents for a query at
most, and threshold=1.0, i.e., only those intents whose
probability was 1.0 were outputted. As a result, we ob-
tained 377 million (query, intent) pairs. The number of
unique queries was 264 million.

The final training data were those (query, intent) pairs
whose probability given by the labeling model was at
least 0.99. Consequently, we obtained 169 million (query,
intent) pairs. The number of unique queries was 145
million. We trained and evaluated the SQIP model with
this final training data, as reported in Section 4. Table 3
shows examples of the final training data.

4. Experiments
In this section, through large-scale SQIP experiments in
which one predicts intents of a given query, we claim the
following:

1. Simply using query-click logs for training SQIP
models delivers poor performance.

2. Using catalog data for training leads to better
performance than simply using query-click logs
but is still unsatisfactory.

Table 3
Examples of the final training data

Query Intents

“alpha ma-1” Brand: Alpha Industries

“orange t-shirt” Color: Orange

“tropicana orange” Fruit taste: Orange

Series: Tropicana

“gres perfume orange” Scent: Orange, Brand: Gres

“washbowl 750” Capacity: 600 - 899ml

“original message carnation” Event/Holiday: Mother’s Day

3. Our proposed method that exploits both catalog
data and query-click logs can generate even better
training data.

4. Without the labeling model, the performance of
our method degrades, indicating the effectiveness
of the labeling model.

5. Our proposed method outperforms the compet-
itive training data generation method based on
data programming called Snorkel [14].

4.1. Experimental Conditions
In our experiments, we compared our proposed method
with four baseline methods described in Section 4.2. All
the compared methods differ only in how they obtain
training data. For classification, they use the same archi-
tecture, extremeText; specifically, all the methods trained
their SQIP model with the PLT loss function and the TF-
IDF weights for words; the other hyper-parameters were
set to the default values.

Test data has been manually created by a human an-
notator (who is not an author). The annotator was asked
to check (query, intent) pairs that were automatically
generated by pairing a query and an intent, such that
at least one token in the query was semantically similar
or relevant to the intent in order to exclude obviously
erroneous (query, intent) pairs from all possible pairs in
advance of manual annotation.5 As a result, 5,615 differ-
ent queries with at least one intent were obtained as test
data, and 2.57 intents were given to a query, on average.

Evaluation was based on precision and recall, which
were calculated with extremeText’s test command. Pre-
cision and recall were calculated for top 𝑘 outputs (i.e.,
intents) with 𝑘 being 1, 3, and 5, and we drew precision-
recall curves for the compared methods for each 𝑘 with
the probability threshold of extremeText changing from
0.0 to 1.0 with the interval of 0.01.

5The semantic similarity was measured by the cosine similarity be-
tween their sentence embeddings. We use fastText embeddings [35],
which had been learned from the query logs. The threshold for the
cosine similarity was set to 0.8.



Figure 3: Precision-recall curves for all Experiments

4.2. Compared Methods
We compared the following five methods:

4.2.1. QueryClick

The simplest baseline is QueryClick, which uses query-
click logs to generate training data in a similar way to
the previous methods [9, 10]. Specifically, we used seven

years of query-click logs and obtained (query, intent)
pairs in which product pages that had the intent (i.e.,
attribute value) were clicked through the query at least
ten times in the logs. The purpose of this was to reduce
the inherent noise in the query-click logs. As a result, we
obtained more than 670 million (query, intent) pairs. The
number of unique queries was 7,962,605, which indicated
that each query was given as many as 84 intents on aver-
age. This number is obviously too large given that most
queries consist of less than ten tokens and supports our
claim that simply using query-click logs as training data
would be inadequate.

4.2.2. Base

This is the base SQIP model, which uses only product
titles and their associated attribute values for training.

4.2.3. Proposed

This is a SQIP model trained with the final training data
generated with our proposed method, as described in
Section 3.

4.2.4. Proposed-LM

This is the same as Proposed except that it does not
use the labeling model. Proposed-LM is then trained
with the candidate training data in the second phase; its
training process is similar to self-training. Note that the
difference in performances between Proposed-LM and
Proposed can be seen as indicating the effectiveness of
the labeling model.

4.2.5. Snorkel

This baseline is the same as Proposed, except that the
labeling model is replaced with Snorkel [14], a train-
ing data generation method based on data programming
[13]. Like Proposed’s labeling model, Snorkel’s label-
ing model can be learned without manual supervision.
However, Snorkel requires labeling functions that imple-
ment a variety of domain knowledge, heuristics, and
any kind of weak supervision that would be useful for a
given task. Each labeling function takes unlabeled data
points as input and predicts their class labels. Snorkel
then uses these weakly-labeled data points to train a
generative labeling model which is supposed to be able
to label each data point more accurately than the label-
ing functions. Snorkel has influenced subsequent stud-
ies on training data generation [17], and has also been
adopted by the world’s leading organizations as described
in https://www.snorkel.org/. We therefore think that
comparing with the Snorkel-based baseline would effec-
tively show Proposed’s performance.

https://www.snorkel.org/


Table 4
Proposed’s best F1 scores

𝑘 F1 Precision Recall Threshold

1 0.537 0.678 0.444 0.21

3 0.535 0.620 0.470 0.26

5 0.531 0.608 0.471 0.26

Our Snorkel baseline, to be specific, was imple-
mented in the following way: The input and output of
Snorkel’s labeling model are the same as Proposed’s
labeling model; the input (query, intent) pairs are gen-
erated with the base SQIP model; the output is whether
given (query, intent) pairs are valid or not. We defined
following labeling functions that utilized the same two
kinds of weak supervision as Proposed, i.e., the query-
click logs and the base SQIP model which are following:

1. If given intent is associated with the given query
in query-click logs, return valid; otherwise return
invalid.

2. If output probability of the base SQIP model,
given (query, intent) pair is 1.0, return valid; oth-
erwise abstain.

3. Return invalid if the output probability is not
greater than 0.995; otherwise abstain.

Snorkel’s labeling model was trained with 11 million
(query, intent) pairs that had been weakly-labeled with
the three labeling functions.
Proposed’s labeling model was trained with 10.6 mil-

lion (query, intent) pairs as described in Section 3.4.2.

4.3. Results
Figure 3 shows precision-recall curves for the compared
methods and from them we can make the following ob-
servations:

1. QueryClick’s precision decreases sharply as we
try to increase recall.

2. Base generally outperforms QueryClick,
though its performance is still unsatisfactory.

3. Proposed outperforms all the other methods. Ta-
ble 4 shows Proposed’s best F1 scores and their
corresponding precision, recall, and threshold val-
ues for each 𝑘.

4. Proposed-LM’s performance is worse than that
of Proposed.

5. Snorkel can deliver good performances but can-
not outperform Proposed.

The relatively low performances of QueryClick and
Base and the relatively high performances of Proposed
and Snorkel indicate that query-click logs and catalog

data alone can only provide weak supervision. However,
combining them can lead to higher performances.

Comparing Proposed with Snorkel shows the supe-
riority of our labeling model over Snorkel. We think
this is because labeling functions of Snorkel or learning
methods with weak heuristic rules in general have been
known to suffer from a low coverage [26]; rules tend to
be applied to only a small subset of instances. In fact, the
first labeling function for Snorkel covered only 1.94%
of the training instances. The second and third label-
ing functions covered 60.61% and 12.73%, respectively.
On the other hand, the labeling model of Proposed is
learned with natural language words and phrases, which
BERT makes the maximum use of; that is to say, the la-
beling model of Proposed does not waste the training
data.

4.4. Error Analysis
Table 5 illustrates examples of wrong prediction made
by Proposed (𝑘=1, threshold=0.21). Most of the errors
were due to the class imbalance in the training data; i.e.,
the distribution of training instances across the intents is
biased or skewed, and intents for which we have few or
no instances tend to be difficult to predict [36]. Regard-
ing the first example in Table 5, “prince” can be Brand:
Prince and be part of Brand: Glen Prince. However,
the frequency of the former intent in the final training
data was 119,972, whereas that of the latter was only 33,
which caused the SQIP model to choose the former for
the query. Regarding the second example, the frequency
of Color: Red was 1,486,315, while that of Brand: Red
Wing was 15,592. For the last one, there was no train-
ing instance for Memory Standards: DDR3 in our final
training data and thus, the SQIP model could not predict
it.

4.5. Effect of Training Data Size
Figure 4 shows F1 scores of Proposed built with the
final training data of different sizes (’K’ and ’M’ stand
for ’thousand’ and ’million’). The 𝑘 and the threshold
of extremeText were set to 1 and 0.21 uniformly. The
graph indicates that increasing the data size leads to
better performances and that our final training data is
effective for SQIP. Although the improvement from 10M
to 145M is small, it is noteworthy that additional data
could improve the model trained already with as many
as 10M instances.

5. Future Direction
For training data generation, one possible direction is
to use product genre/category information. If we could



Table 5
Examples of wrong prediction made by Proposed

Query True Intents Predicted Intents

“glen prince” Brand: Glen Prince Brand: Prince

“red wing engineer boots us 7.5” Brand: Red Wing Color: Red

“pc 3 12800 ddr 3 sdram” Memory Standards: DDR3 −

Figure 4: Changes in F1 due to different training data sizes

for proposed

create query to product genre mapping of reliable qual-
ity, we can filter (query, intent) pairs further and create
higher quality training data. Also, we could utilize neigh-
bor signals, since similar queries should have more labels
in common, to remove noise from the dataset further.

For the classification model, one possibility is to use
label (i.e. intent) context information to create embed-
ding vector of input text (i.e. shopping query). Similar
previous work is by Chen et al. [37] who uses LGuid-
edLearn [38] for Product Item Category Classification.
Another possible method could be Label-Specific Docu-
ment Representation for Multi-Label Text Classification
by Xiao et al. [39]. Also, Cai et al. [40] proposes a hybrid
neural network model to simultaneously take advantage
of both label semantics and fine-grained text informa-
tion. Another possibilities are to consider Contrastive
Learning and KNN based methods [41, 42].

Another direction is to extend our proposed method
in other domains. If we could find a way to exploit
weak supervision signals readily available in a domain
for building the labeling model, we can easily apply our
approach to the domain. In the case of text classification
into Wikipedia categories [43], for instance, not only the
category information in Wikipedia articles but also the
links among corresponding articles in different languages
and the class hierarchy in Wikidata [44] can be exploited.

As we have seen in section 4.4 that data imbalance is

an issue, in the future we aim to address this.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the novel two-phased train-
ing data generation method for SQIP. The idea is to first
build a labeling model that checks whether an intent
is valid for a query. The model then works as an "an-
notator" who checks a number of pairs comprising an
intent and a query to generate training data for SQIP. We
presented how to train such a model without manual su-
pervision by utilizing a huge amount of online shopping
data. Through the series of large-scale experiments with
the data from a real online shopping service, we have
demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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